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ABSTRACT
“Permission” and “prohibition” are key terms in Jewish religious
discourse. For generations they have dominated as part of the
primarily male, rabbinic discourse in talmudic literature. This paper
will show that men no longer hold the monopoly on these terms
because contemporary Israeli ultra-Orthodox women include them
in their daily conversation in multiple and varied ways. The study
examines exposure patterns and perceptions of 42 ultra-Orthodox
women toward sectarian and general mass media. In responses to
detailed questionnaires, the words “prohibited,” “forbidden” and
“a boundary” constantly recur along with a variety of negatives,
such as “not permitted,” “not allowed” and “not kosher”.
This paper argues that in describing their uses of and perceptions
toward mass media, ultra-Orthodox women have adopted
terminology borrowed from what was previously a primarily male-
dominated conversation. Some might argue that these women
are simply working within the bounds of ultra-Orthodox law
which they accept as universally applicable; or perhaps that these
women are simply reflecting words used by their husbands or
rabbis. However, this study argues that their adoption of these
terms indicates they are exercising their own agency. With a
combined religious and secular education, and work that is
primarily outside the house, many of them are the principal
breadwinners in their homes. I suggest that this discourse is a part
of their highly intelligent navigation of their simultaneous roles as
both gatekeepers and change agents.
Introduction
This article will focus on the relationship between gender, religion and discourse. Osten-
sibly, obedience by ultra-Orthodox women to religious discourse should maintain their
marginality. However, we find that clever manipulation of religious discourse by these
women, enables them to negotiate marginality and create agency for themselves. I will
argue that male use of religious discourse is exclusionary, enforcing obedience while
causing and maintaining marginality, and yet, the same discourse, when used by
women, can lead to their own inclusion and agency. Religious discourse can
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simultaneously be a point of connection and separation, depending on the user and the
situation.
This article shows that: (1) ultra-Orthodox women use various halakhic terms from
multiple sources; (2) This use allows them entry into spaces from which they had pre-
viously been excluded. The sacred texts and spaces become part of their daily navigation
of worldly spaces such as mass media. Thus, (3) the women’s day-to-day discourse using
halakhic terminology combines their perceptions of sacred and profane, reflecting the reli-
gion as they live it. Following a brief description of the ultra-Orthodox community and its
women, the literature review will describe the power of discourse, agency among religious
women, as well as insights into the theory of “lived religion.”
The ultra-Orthodox community
Ultra-Orthodox Jews in Israel (hereafter: ultra-Orthodox) comprise a community com-
mitted to rigid observance of religious laws through unquestioning faith, strict religious
behaviour and obedience to the authority of its leaders (Caplan 2007). Their commitment
to Torah study (Silber 1992; El-Or 1994) and socio-political circumstances have led to
their becoming an intellectual “society of scholars” (Friedman 1991; Stadler 2009,
2012). The ultra-Orthodox are a minority group, comprising approximately 12% of
Israel’s population (Cahaner, Malach, and Choshen 2017). However, their multiple exter-
nal connections challenge the term “enclave culture,” derived from Cultural Theory
(Douglas 1966, 1970, 2005; Marty and Appleby 1991; Almond, Appelby, and Sivan
2003; Inbari 2016). Ultra-Orthodox women are responsible for their families of, on
average, seven children, and supply most of the practical and social needs of their commu-
nities. They have an average of 14 years of schooling and are mostly the primary earners in
full-time jobs outside their homes, while their husbands devote their time to religious
studies.
The power of the discourse
“Discourse is the power which is to be seized,” wrote Foucault (1981, 53). He argued
that discourse has a complicated process of control, because discourse is part of the
control system, while being controlled itself. The control process includes definitions
and conditions which comprise the rules, while the discourse itself simultaneously
differentiates and enables discrimination. This differentiation also includes processes
of exclusion, the most familiar aspect of which is prohibition. “We know quite well
that we do not have the right to say everything, that we cannot speak of just anything
in any circumstances whatever, and that not everyone has the right to speak of anything
whatever.” (Foucault 1981, 52). Among the traditional ultra-Orthodox community, men
dominate discourse. The procedures of exclusion are an important element of the dis-
tribution of knowledge within a society. Systems of education, which are supposedly
responsible for the distribution of knowledge, might achieve the exact opposite: “Any
system of education is a political way of maintaining or modifying the appropriation
of discourses, along with the knowledges and powers which they carry” (Foucault
1981, 64).
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A somewhat different way of functioning is that of the “Societies of discourse”, which pre-
serve or produce discourses, but in order to make them circulate in a closed space, distribut-
ing them only according to strict rules, and without the holders being dispossessed by this
distribution. (Foucault 1981, 62–63)
This articulation is an apt description of the “Beit midrash” system, a space opens only to
men, where they create and preserve the discourse while carefully controlling the pro-
cedures of distribution and exclusion. As part of a powerful system that controls religious
knowledge, it is here that men determine and decide what women are permitted or pro-
hibited to study and know.
Agency among religious women
This study follows scholars who have engaged deeply and ethnographically with contem-
porary religious women. I rely particularly on the ideas of Abu-Lughod (1990, 1991, 2013),
Griffith (1997) and Mahmood (2005). Abu-Lughod argued that we actually need to see the
experiences of religious women, rather than thrust Western-feminist choices upon them.
Griffith found that evangelical women experience agency, liberation, and empowerment
through their religious practices. Mahmood (2005, 17–18) defined agency “not simply
as a synonym for resistance to social norms, but as a modality of action that specific
relations of subordination create and enable.” Avishai (2008) argued that religious
women are authentic subjects who choose their religious conduct, experiences and
complex identity. They expanded on feminist views of agency by showing its multiple
forms and modalities and suggested changing the accepted view that obedience/empow-
erment and surveillance/independence are dichotomies. Feminist anthropological
studies about ultra-Orthodox women show that they use their religious studies (El-Or
1994) and mediated popular psychology to create and reinforce their position in hierar-
chies in their gendered communities (Fader 2009, 2013), and that religious rigour and dis-
cipline earn them superiority in their communities (Jacobson 2006).
The women’s discourse helps demonstrate their agency, while their culture enables
them to use various strategies of language, such as the sophisticated creation of code,
defined as “a set of signals – words, forms, behaviours, signifiers of some kind – that
protect the creator from the consequences of openly expressing particular messages”
(Radner and Lanser 1993, 3). The primary code used by ultra-Orthodox women in
their responses in this article is one of appropriation, designating
strategies that involve adapting to feminist purposes, forms or materials normally associated
with male culture […] What we are calling appropriation encompasses some aspects of […]
symbolic inversion […], in which a patriarchally designated feminine position is repeated
with exaggeration in order to expose it. (Radner and Lanser 1993, 10)
The data will show the sophisticated use made by ultra-Orthodox women of religious
discourse, to shed light on insights of symbolic inversion. Foucault (1981) wrote that
we are all here in order to show you that discourse belongs to the order of laws, that we have
long been looking after its appearances; that a place has been made ready for it, a place which
honors it but disarms it. (51–52)
These women use halakhic terminology as a part of this code appropriation. Their use of
the male halakhic discourse outside its traditional Jewish contexts of kashrut, Shabbat, and
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niddah (menstruation), removes it from its exclusive male ownership and facilitates
agency for the women themselves, gaining them entry into spaces from which they
would otherwise be excluded. However, the significance of this agency is not only the
use of the discourse but, rather, their sophisticated appropriation of the codes, modified
to function within the world they occupy. I see this usage as symbolic inversion,
“defined as any act of expressive behaviour which inverts, contradicts, abrogates, or
[…] presents an alternative to commonly held cultural codes, values and norms be they
linguistic, literary or artistic, religious, or social and political” (Babcock 1978, 14).
I might have expected to receive halakhic answers in a questionnaire that focused on
ultra-Orthodox women and issues of Shabbat or kashrut. Since these women are likely
to be more knowledgeable about these practical commandments than their husbands,
they might have given highly detailed answers regarding halakhic facts and stringencies.
However, as I will show below, the questionnaire that was used for this study focused
on media use, not a central halakhic issue dealt with by the old sages. This leads me to
read the women’s responses as demonstrating their internalization of the idea that “every-
thing is halakhic” within the ultra-Orthodox community.
Lived and everyday religion
The “lived religion” theory calls for a transition from studies about religion as institutions,
beliefs, norms and doctrines, toward daily practices of ordinary people (Ammerman 2007;
McGuire 2008) who experience liberation, empowerment and deliverance through reli-
gious practices (Griffith 1997). It could be summarized by Orsi’s (2005) insight that, “Reli-
gion cannot be understood apart from its place in the everyday lives, preoccupations and
commonsense orientations of men and women” (167). Since everyday lives are much more
complicated than social science categories and divisions, Asad (2003) argues that the reli-
gious and secular are not hard categories, and that the sacred and secular are interdepen-
dent. Orsi concurs, writing that,
sacred and profane are never distinct […] but are braided in people’s every-day experience
[…] We no longer speak of sacred or profane but of a helix, a twisting of sacred and profane
around each other through the movement of people’s days, the contingencies of their social
circumstances, and the dynamics of their relationships. (Orsi 2012, 154)
The everyday lives of religious people obviously include a combination of religious and
non-religious discourse. Casanova (2010, 25) claimed that religion itself is “a discursive
reality […] a system of classification of reality.” Based on Schutz (1962), who pointed
to the importance of everyday reality and ordinary conversation, Wuthnow (2011)
argued that
religious discourse is clearly a social practice—patterned by the social institutions in which it
is learned and in which it is practiced, explicitly taught, and implicitly modeled so that prac-
titioners adhere to commonly accepted rules governing the practice, internalized so that these
rules often do not require conscious deliberation, and yet observable in the structure and
content of discourse itself. (7)
He also found that the daily discourse of religious people is cultural, where “values and
beliefs acquire sufficient meaning to guide behaviour and to provide a template for self-
understanding” (9).
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The religious discourse surrounding media is an important part of the creation of cul-
tural meaning through decision making about its use (Stout 2001). Campbell (2010) stres-
ses the discourses used by religious communities around media:
The process of negotiation involves shaping both the technology and the language used to
describe it within distinctive ways. Thus, how religious user communities talk about their
technology is not simply descriptive, it is also an active process performing a variety of
roles […] Language has power, and in the case of the relationships of a religious community
to technology it creates a platform for communal acceptance, boundary setting and ideologi-
cal promotion. (Campbell 2010, 161)
This review enables us to see that the discourse has complicated and multiple systems of
power and control within a society, providing a platform for selective inclusion and exclu-
sion of people in general, and women in particular, and is an integral part of everyday lived
religion. Following Foucault (1981), I am
trying to grasp the forms of exclusion, of limitation, of appropriation […] showing how they
are formed, in response to what needs, how they have been modified and displaced, what
constraints they have effectively exerted, to what extent they have been evaded. (70)
Using Foucault’s problems as a basis for focusing specifically on contemporary ultra-
Orthodox women’s discourse around media, I asked the following questions: How is
the discourse affected when exclusion and limitation become appropriation? How is it
modified and how does it function amongst women? Do women use this discourse for
negotiation? Following the description of the methods, I analyze the religious discourse
of ultra-Orthodox women regarding media and identify the subtle interactions of
profane and sacred that comprise this creation of their agency.
Methods
Population and sample
From the wide spectrum of the ultra-Orthodox Jewish community, two mainstream
groups were chosen for this study, Lithuanian and hasidic ultra-Orthodox Jews (Friedman
1991). In recruiting participants, I relied on the respondents’ self-definition (Friedman,
Shaul-Mena, and Fogel 2011; Pew Research Center 2013). The study used snowball
sampling, a method particularly suited to closed communities (Lee 1993). Snowballs
with different demographic characteristics overcame the internal homogeneity of the
community.
This study is based on a survey, which employed a combination of qualitative and
quantitative methodologies. Questionnaires including open-ended questions were com-
pleted by 42 ultra-Orthodox participants. I focused on the women’s practices, attitudes
and perceptions of media. The questionnaires were completely anonymous and formu-
lated with sensitivity to the language and values of the ultra-Orthodox. Assistants hired
from within the community helped in recruiting participants. Participants signed an
informed consent form and were compensated for their time.
In terms of the characteristics of the population studied, 90% (38) of the participants
were born in Israel and have a variety of occupations, among them teachers, tax advisers,
secretaries, computer programmers, graphic designers. Based on participants self-
definitions, 64% are Lithuanian; 12% are ultra-Orthodox of Eastern origin (Mizrahi/
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Sephardi, by their definitions); 5% are hasidic, 5% consider themselves general ultra-
Orthodox; 2.5% newly ultra-Orthodox and the others did not respond to this question.
Pariticipants studied in well-known ultra-Orthodox institutions for girls, such as “The
Old Seminar”; Lustig; Wolf Seminar and Sharansky Seminar.
Many challenges are associated with research on cloistered communities (Steinmetz
and Haj-Yahya 2006; Rier, Schwartzbaum, and Heller 2008). My experience with the
ultra-Orthodox was informed by my own biography. My upbringing in a strict national-
ist-ultra-Orthodox community and my studies of the ultra-Orthodox community have
enabled me to develop a variety of tools for understanding these women “from the
inside out” (Hill Collins 1986, 2000; Luhrmann 2012).
Analysis: Based on Foucault’s (1969) insight that the attention to the words people
choose to use is part of the effort to construct non-hierarchical knowledge, I tried to
listen carefully to the women’s voices. Since I heard so many halakhic terms, the first
step was to mark and count all the words that could be part of the halakhic discourse,
such as: “allowed” and “forbidden”. The results show that the women mostly used
words expressing prohibition. The Wuthnow (2011) critique led to the next step.
Whereas the purpose of many such studies in the literature on the sociology of discourse has
been to identify discursive markers, tropes, and categories, the task for scholars of religion
would be to utilize these concepts to help make sense of religious symbols, meaning, and
behavior. (10)
Therefore, the second step was a qualitative thematic analysis of some of the character
types of these women, mining their rich and detailed responses to illustrate their halakhic
discourse.
From forbidden to kosher: usage of terminology and quotations by ultra-
Orthodox women
The women used various terms in their responses to express a variety of meanings and
subtleties. A number of these terms share the same Hebrew roots, others are different
but share a similar association, some of the meanings and context can get lost in trans-
lation, so in my discussion, I have utilized the Hebrew terms as well (written in parenth-
eses). The most common term in the responses to the questionnaire was “forbidden”
(asur, isur, asru), mentioned 57 times. The second common term was permit/permitted
(mutar, lehatir,yatir, heiter) – 44 times; “When necessary” came up 35 times – (letzorekh);
holiness (sanctified) – (kadosh, kedusha, kodesh) 30; inappropriate sexual relations (giluy
‘arayot) 19; slander (lashon har’a) 19; gossip (rekhilut) 17; impure/impurity (tame,
metame, tuma’a) 19; pitfall (mikhshol, yikhashel, lehakhshil) 18; kosher (kasher, hekhsher)
12; boundary (gader) 12; appropriate (ra‘ui) 9; inappropriate (pasul) 7; transgression
(het, avera) 6; bloodshed (shfikhut damim) 4. The Torah’s opinion (da‘at tora) 4; possible
(efshar, but not good) 4; distracted (hese’ah hada‘at) 2; a priori (milkhathila) 2; idolatry
(avoda zara) 2. Ostensibly it appears that there are multiple mentions of words indicating
permission, but they are usually used with a negative to indicate the opposite meaning,
such as (not) permitted.
The women’s responses included not only terms, but many quotes and references from
multiple sources. Their recognition of a wide range of references is reflected in my use here
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of the terms “halakhic discourse” and “religious discourse” interchangeably, since the
point of view of the ultra-Orthodox community [hashkafa] focuses particularly on the
halakhic aspects of Jewish religious texts. The women’s easy use of biblical verses or
sages’ maxims, while answering a questionnaire about media consumption, indicates
that this represents just a fraction of their borrowed knowledge, while the fact that
some of their references were partial or inaccurate suggests that they did not use
written texts when formulating these responses. The analysis includes researching their
cited resources for comparison.
The biblical verses included: “How fair are your tents, O Jacob, thy dwelling, O Israel!”
(Numbers, 24:5); “A breed of sinful men” (Numbers, 32: 14); “And let this ruin be under
your care” (Isaiah, 3: 6); “Each one helps the other” (Isaiah, 41, 6); “The Lord desires his
[servant’s] vindication, that he may magnify and glorify [his] teaching” (Isaiah 42: 21);
“Let us wipe them out as a nation” (Psalms, 83, 5); “For many are those she has struck
dead” (Proverbs, 7: 26); “Behold, I cry out: violence! But am not answered” (Job, 19: 7).
Citations from the Mishna included: “Do not believe in yourself until the day you die”
(Avot, 2: 5); “His virtue cancels his flaw” (Avot, 5: 11); “For we ascend in holiness and do
notdescend” (Shekalim, 6: 4). Thewomenhadgreat stores ofwisdom– “There is no guardian
against unchastity” (Ketubut, 13: 2); “Raba said: ‘Sanctify yourself by that which is permitted
to you’” (Yebamoth, 20a); “Transgresses the injunction against it being seen and found”
(Pesachim, 5b); “Balaam lifted up his eyes and he saw Israel dwelling according to their
tribes […] the doors of their tents did not exactly face one another” (Baba Bathra, 60a).
“One must incur martyrdom rather than transgress” (Sanhedrin, 74a); “A scroll of the law
whichhas beenwritten by amin [idolworshipper] shouldbe burnt” (Gittin, 45b); “The Israe-
lites knew that the idols were nonentities, but they engaged in idolatry only that they might
openly satisfy their incestuous lusts” (Sanhedrin, 63b); “This nation is distinguished by three
characteristics: they are merciful, bashful and benevolent” (Yebamoth, 79a).
The next quotations derive from midrashic literature –
There were some beautiful traits in the character of the Israelites in Egypt, by which alone
they merited redemption. They did not change their names […], neither had they
changed their language […] they eschewed slander, and they were very chaste. (Leviticus
Raba, 32);
“When will my deed reach my father’s deeds” (Tana Dvei Eliyahu, 25); All Israel are
responsible for each other (Safra, 26, 37).
The Siddur, the Jewish prayer book, was another resource – “Bringing about renewal”
(The morning prayer); “My God, The soul that You have placed within me is pure” (The
morning prayers); Blessed is He, our God […] separated us from those who go astray
(The morning prayers); Do not bring us […] close to challenge (The morning prayers);
“The Torah will never be abrogated, nothing will be added to it or subtracted from it;
God will never give another Law” (From the Maimonides’ 13 principles of faith, usually
printed after the morning prayer. The woman wrote the reference in parenthesis).
When forbidden meets need: motive as a guide to character
In comparison to the previous, technical and quantitative section, which was based on the
quantifying of terms and researching of references, this next section is based on qualitative
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thematic analysis, that identifies some defining characteristics of these women. I would
argue that their detailed answers provide an illustration of the type of halakhic discourse
used by ultra-Orthodox women. I sorted them into groups of gatekeepers and change
agents, their names changed to keep their privacy.
The gatekeepers
Sara (born in 1961, stay-at-home mother of 8, married to a yeshiva scholar) used the term
“forbidden” six times in her short responses:
“The [non-ultra-Orthodox] newspapers do not filter things that ultra-Orthodox should
not read and hear. It is simply forbidden to hear about some events”; “The [non-ultra-
Orthodox] radio has songs that we are forbidden to hear”; “There are pictures [on the
internet] in immodest commercials, it easily possible to surf to movies with promiscuity
that are really forbidden to watch (people told me, I’ve never seen anything like that)”;
[The smartphone] enables simple, and easily accessed surfing of everything on the internet.
Immodest pictures… things that are forbidden to us and for everyone to see and to hear.
Without any effort, in such a small device, people can get to sites that the ultra-Orthodox
community is forbidden to see and hear, and as I’ve heard from secular people, it is really
forbidden to see.
Lea (born in 1979, stay-at-home mother of 8, married to a yeshiva scholar) used the term
“impure” four times:
“They [the internet and the smartphone] are devices that are mostly used for impure
things”: “Even ultra-Orthodox newspapers are not really according to our spirit […] in
the secular newspapers it is not possible to read all the impurity and filth that exists
there. Even what is not impure, is mostly not interesting”; “All of the impurity in this
device (television) is not appropriate for a religious Jew.”
Hana, (born in 1977, mother of 6, a secretary, married to a yeshiva scholar) travels the
spectrum between purity and holiness to impurity, thus making her analysis more
complex than Lea’s:
“The ultra-Orthodox newspapers enable us to get updates about holy books”: “The
radio is an impure device […] everything includes destruction and poison for every
holy thing. Even the religious station… it is not possible that people hear holy things
from an impure device.”; “I don’t watch this impure device [television]”; “Even the infor-
mation [on the television] is not according to the spirit of the sages and the outlook of
purity”; “The content in these impure devices […]is not appropriate for us”; “The internet
is the most impure device”; “The more you stay safe [from the media devices] the purer
your soul remains”; “The soul that God gave us is a pure soul”; “We try to get closer to
our holy fathers”.
Miriam (born in 1996, single, student) was disturbed especially by the aspects of slander
and gossip (lashon hara and rekhilut) in the media:
“The newspapers have lots of gossip”: “The radio has lots of slander and gossip”: “The
[non-ultra-Orthodox] newspapers have lots of slander and gossip”; “One of our 613 com-
mandments is the proscription against speaking/receiving/listening to slander, and the
radio does that all the time – they talk slander!! It could destroy our ideal of guarding
the tongue”; “The radio talks slander all the time.”
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Dina (born in 1970, mother of 10, an accountant who teaches class tax rules in college,
married to a yeshiva scholar who writes halakhic texts) represents the religious scholar
(talmidat hahamim) among these women. She responded by quoting from a variety of
sources:
“We say that God is ‘making news’”; “The Mishna said, ‘until the day you die, do not
believe/trust yourself”; “How goodly are thy tents, O Jacob, thy dwellings, O Israel!”
(Numbers, 24: 5); “Balaam lifted up his eyes and he saw Israel dwelling according to
their tribes […] the doors of their tents did not exactly face one another”1 (Baba
Bathra, 60a); “The Torah may never be abrogated, nothing may be added to it or sub-
tracted from it; God will never give another Law” (From Maimonides’s 13 principles of
faith); “Today it’s not possible that these devices [television, radio, internet] will be
allowed for use. In the exodus they were liberated because they didn’t change their language,
names and their clothing.”
The actual citation from Leviticus Rabba that she is paraphrasing (italics above) is sig-
nificantly different:
There were some beautiful traits in the character of the Israelites in Egypt, by which alone
they merited redemption, they did not change their names, such as Rufus instead of
Reuben, Leon in lieu of Simeon, Listus in place of Joseph, or Alexander for Benjamin.
Neither had they changed their language, but they retained the Hebrew tongue. They
eschewed slander, and they were very chaste. (Levit. Rabba 32).
The reasons for the differences between the language of the source and the various ways
it is often misquoted in the ultra-Orthodox community deserves attention elsewhere.
Malka (born in 1986, single, manager of an NPO and an art teacher) writes as a real
gatekeeper who defends the community living behind the walls:
“[Television] is open and available to everyone and isn’t appropriate for the values and
the boundaries of the ultra-Orthodox community […] who keep themselves apart from
various things, so as to guard against communal failure in specific restrictions”; “Some
[ultra-Orthodox] radio stations keep specific restrictions such as women singing”; “If
the ultra-Orthodox community were to be exposed to things that until now they were dis-
tanced from and were strict about not being exposed to, these things would very much
affect their daily lives and the ultra-Orthodox community would become the same as
other people in the world – without limits, without specific separations that save them.
And all of the values and observance of Torah, and the commandments might be
loosened”:
The nature of people is to be curious and to be swayed […]. It […] is hard to stand up against
fashion without being affected […] and the ultra-Orthodox man/woman would give up the
modesty restrictions of their dress code and would wear different clothing that is not always
appropriate in the restrictions of halakhic modesty.
Bruria (was born in 1978, mother of 7, teacher at Beit Yaakov seminary [girl’s high
school], married to a yeshiva scholar) repeatedly uses the terms familiar to every Orthodox
Jewish child, for the three forbidden actions for which one must choose martyrdom rather
than transgress – adultery, murder and idolatry:
“[Television] radiates a concentration of lust (ta’avtanut) of real adultery, murder and
idolatry”; “[The internet] is terrible… it induces spiritual doubt, and gives easy access to
concentrated idolatry, adultery and murder. It is not in vain that the rabbis scream” – “One
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must incur martyrdom rather than transgress. One who allows himself to die by entering
the lusts that affect the heart becomes perverted”. “Israel didn’t perish [… ] just to enable
adultery.”
Shulamit (born in 1996, single, student) chooses the more pleasant side of the gate.
Instead of focusing on the sins, she addresses the holy soul:
“Television is a distracting device that destroys the holy Jewish spirit and soul […] it
distracts from any forms of the pure and holy soul (neshama) of those who keep Jewish
Torah and commandments”; “The smartphone is harmful to the pure and holy soul”;
“The ultra-Orthodox community needs to preserve its holy nature and impure newspapers
breech the walls of holiness”; “[people] are exposed to bad and horrible things as a result of
surfing the internet, which harms the holy worship of God”
The gatekeeper group uses religious terminology to explain their attitudes to the media.
Their perception of the media resonates with these impressions. It is clear that they view
the world through a religious lens, casting all modern and secular media in religious terms,
as we will discuss after the next group of narratives.
The change agents
Tehila (was born 1979, computer programmer, mother of 8, married to yeshiva scholar)
struggles daily with the necessity of using the internet for her job, and has an understand-
ing of the pitfalls this presents:
“We have internet at home for the purpose of my job”; “The exposure to the internet
and the availability of the smartphone might cause a big exposure to degeneration,
contact and failure of serious prohibitions.”; “[People] might fail hard […] but being
strict about not bringing these devices home, it’s reasonable to assume that they will
not fail.”; “If you don’t really need it [radio], it’s better to preserve distance, rather than
fail and listen to non-religious stations.”
We have internet at home due to the necessities of my job, and we usually discuss how to
insure that the family members will not fail by surfing for no [appropriate] reason (lo lezor-
ekh). And how to eliminate the children’s access to the internet and even to the computer.
Yokheved (born in 1977, mother of 6, a kindergarten teacher, married to a teacher), as did
the previous woman, deliberates between her specific needs and the rabbi’s prohibitions:
“I use the internet in the public library, for a specific need”; “I would be happy to have
an internet connection, but according to the rabbis it is prohibited. Therefore, I have a
computer without an internet connection”; “Using the internet for an essential need is
important, just as using a car, one needs to know how to use everything, one needs to
know how to use and how to be careful”; “We discuss with the children what is permitted
and what is prohibited. […] as Baal Haleshem said: there is no soap created that can clean
the prohibited things one has seen”.
Rachel (born in 1983, stay-at-home mother of 5 married to a yeshiva scholar) to allow
herself to achieve her specific needs, while thoughtfully taking into account the leaders’
worldviews:
The radio is an important device that causes us to be integrated into the general life of our
country and the wide world. It transfers more or less important information to the public.
The ultra-Orthodox radio supplies us with various programs and helps to expose us to
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appropriate content and to not encounter content that oppose the worldview [hashkafa] of
the ultra-Orthodox people who listen to them;
“Television is a powerful tool for transferring information with both positive and nega-
tive content. [However,] since it is impossible to prevent exposure to negative content it
becomes a device I reject”;
I use the internet especially for email and I almost never surf. Except for hasidic news on a
kosher internet, or for very important information that can’t be reached by other options. The
internet is a powerful device. Its abilities overtake people’s abilities. As much utility as can be
derived from it, there are even greater dangers hidden within it, when its use is not controlled.
Therefore, in an ultra-Orthodox home, the internet should not be seen or present without a
filter. The excess thoughtlessness and lack of control by responsible people underlying the
public’s right to know can destroy the private lives of individuals and of course the entire
community. There is no permit in the world for the gossip you can find there.
The deliberations of these women as change agents can be seen in their combination of
negative and positive aspects of different media. Their real needs, reflected in their
attempts to utilize media only for appropriate purposes, their understanding of the utilities
available, and their recognition of and insights into the dangers inherent in media use, lead
them to use religious terminology to reflect their attempts to control these materials.
Discussion and conclusion
In trying to determine what happens to discourse when exclusion and limitation become
appropriation, we see that ultra-Orthodox women, similar to the men, use a variety of
halakhic terminology, from multiple and various sources. Their use of biblical verses
included not only very well-known verses such as, “How fair are your tents, O Jacob,
thy dwelling, O Israel!”2 (Numbers, 24: 5), but also more obscure verses like, “For
many are those she has struck dead”.3 (Proverbs, 7: 26) Ultra-Orthodox women are
not allowed to study Mishna and Talmud, except Mishna Avot. We might expect to
see the familiar, “Do not believe in yourself until the day you die”4 (Avot, 2,5), but
they also quote from tractates of the Babylonian Talmud such as Shekalim, Ketubut,
Yevamoth, and Sanhedrin, among others. I heard quotes from the prayer book, the
Siddur, since girls and young women usually say morning prayers at school, and
even busy married women with many children say one short prayer a day, usually
Mincha (the afternoon prayer), and are therefore familiar with these texts. Moreover,
there were midrashic quotes from Tana Devei Eliyahu and Leviticus Raba, among
others, which are beyond the bounds of their curricula. The sheer number of books
that I had to open to find the references to their responses reflects the richness of
the knowledge these women possess. Some of the responses in the questionnaires
resembled a part of a lecture or a piece of Responsa – the halakhic question and
answer literature.
The fact that ultra-Orthodox women use religious discourse makes sense. Even though
they are not allowed to sit in the “Beit Midrash”, the religious place of study, and learn the
Talmud, they are exposed to halakhic and midrashic discourse in school, in their ongoing
communal learning, and from the men in their lives, rabbis, fathers, husbands and sons.
These data demonstrate the sheer quantity, quality and availability of this discourse. Their
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answers reflect not only the richness of their knowledge, but also their ability to retrieve it
and apply it naturally and easily in multiple formats.
This study argues that this discourse actually demonstrates the ultra-Orthodox
women’s agency. With their combined religious and secular education, and work that is
primarily outside the home, many of them are principal breadwinners. I reiterate my
belief that this discourse is part of their highly intelligent navigation between their simul-
taneous roles as both gatekeepers and change agents.
Their rich and detailed answers reflect their need to demonstrate that they practise not
simply what they are told to do, but rather that their practices are ideological, based on
religious texts and discourses. I suggest that this is a surreptitious way of using their
agency, not against the men, but in order to show that their obedience is inherently
thoughtful and based on rules they understand and approve of. This everyday halakhic
discourse used by ultra-Orthodox women illustrates the combination of sacred and
profane that is reflected in their lived religion. Ostensibly, ultra-Orthodox women enter
the men’s symbolic sphere via their discourse. But the discourse used by these women
is not that of the society of the male Beit Midrash. Their conversations describing the
media through religious terminology creates a new combination connecting the traditional
with the modern, and the sacred with the profane. This combination is evident in almost
all the responses and could be illustrated as a reverse usage of Wuthnow’s (2011) descrip-
tion of “code switching and register shifts through which religious people translated reli-
gious motives into nonreligious language” (9).
By reversing this process, ultra-Orthodox women translate nonreligious tools into reli-
gious language. They use the term “ascend in holiness and do not descend”, as an impera-
tive that brings them ever closer to godliness. This meaningful mixing can be understood
using Casanova’s (2009, 19) insights about the “deprivatization of religion”. He describes a
two-directional movement, with “religious actors bringing religious norms into the secular
public space” and vice-versa. Though ultra-Orthodox men exclude women from the Beit
Midrash, ultra-Orthodox women use religious terminology and tools to describe their
relationships with the media, one of many symbolic segments of the modern world.
At the beginning of the article, I asked whether these women use this discourse for
negotiation. Some of them do, particularly Tehila and Yokheved. They address the need
while being aware of the danger at the same time. But there is something more important
than negotiation, and even more important than agency creation. Babcock suggests that
there are more aspects of symbolic inversion, which “remind us of the arbitrary condition
of imposing an order on our environment and experience, even while they enable us to see
certain features of that order more clearly, simply because they have turned in-sight [sic!]
out” (Babcock 1978, 29).
The women point out this arbitrary condition of religious discourse by mirroring male
discourse and control in their own easy adoption and adaptation of it. The ultra-Orthodox
men dedicate their lives to be scholars (Friedman 1991). The women, however, assimilate
the religious language very quickly and use it daily throughout their busy lives. They
combine the sacred and the profane inside their homes and big families and in their
full-time jobs outside. They have no need to enter the Beit Midrash or refer explicitly
to the control men have over the religious discourse. They simply use it themselves
easily, applying it to their everyday needs. I view their appropriation strategy as having
multiple levels of sophistication that reflects far more than just agency.
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The contribution of this article derives not only from the description of various reli-
gious terms within the discourse of ultra-Orthodox women, but also from the agency
these women create for themselves through this usage. Many of the texts which the
women used here are outside of their formal curricula, particularly those deriving from
the Talmud. This did not, however, interfere with their obtaining this knowledge from
other sources, retaining and applying it even for such a mundane and relatively secular
exercise as responding to a questionnaire about media use. This is a reflection of their
ability to undermine the existing order by using religious discourse for their day-to-day
religious lives without having to apply to the men, the formal “owners” who control
this discourse, for permission.
The issues addressed here need to be investigated with larger samples including ultra-
Orthodox men, as well as with more significant comparisons between genders among
other religious communities. It is also necessary to seek these women’s voices regarding
their intentions. In-depth interviews would enable us to see if this discourse is a part of
a rebellious conciseness, social development and distribution of language and discourse,
or something else. However, with or without feminist intention or even the wish to
change the order of things, the discourse of these women is part of the inevitable
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